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 Dates for your diary:
 Monday: swimming—
 Tuesday: Horseriding
for one. NO HYDRO as
broken.
 Wednesday: shopping
at Budgens
 Thursday : Softplay
for those that go and
Gym for one.
 Friday: shopping trip
to find shop logos and
ask for help to find
toilet/way out.


Thanks for sending
in contributions towards the cost of
our snacks and cooking—50p a week really helps. Please
send in a named envelope ( request
from office) as they
have to track monies
going through the
office.

Best wishes for a lovely weekend
Gill, Caroline, Naomi, Julie ,Claire ,
Amanda and Alex
and our MDSA:
Yvonne.

Don’t forget to keep
checking our school
website for lots of info and links to useful sites.

Apologies for the delay with this
weeks news but I was out of
school on Thursday and Friday.
On Monday the “story” session
was all about being able to say
no clearly—
On Tuesday more exploration of
materials and how they change
for recycling by squashing/
tearing in Attention Science.
I love to see our young people
flicking through their news
books to find favourite pages
and to tell us the memory they
have whether its about it raining when they went out, going somewhere with a friend
or recognizing themselves in a
photo. Thank you for making
this lesson work by sending
me photos of your child’s
weekend.
On Wednesday we had a
speedy walk to Tescos and
noted how well we are walking
there now.
In the afternoon we continued
to work on personal targets for
communication while mak-

Ing art by printing with recycled
tins dipped into paint to create circles.
On Thursday Brandon had a fabulous session at the gym really getting the hang of the treadmill. Back
in school it was sensory maths with
balloons with numbers on that when
burst revealed their hidden contents…..much anticipation….followed
by how many things can you get
dressed in (in order) before the countdown clock stopped as we are thinking about time. In the afternoon - no
more soup...hurray, we made apple
muffins.
Fridays trip to Bradford on Avon
park went well and lots of communication or physio targets were
achieved.
Photos overleaf are of fun had in
choosing time—exploring shaving
foam and dressing up to tell stories.
STAR OF THE WEEK:
Tom for such a super news lesson—
really focussed and coped with the
sticking symbols in his book very
well and explained what he had done.

What I have been hearing about …
www.motability.co.uk/news-views-andevents/rough-guide-to-accessible-britain/
Try this website and rough guide for ideas
of tried and tested places to visit that are
accessible and accommodating our young
peoples needs…..thinking of sunshine holidays out.
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